One of the main requirements for municipal systems, particularly water supply systems is their reliable operation. Water supply systems are operated continuously for a long time. Therefore, it building elements are also subject to intense and continuous operation. Human intervention detects and removes the problems arising as a potential source of failure. A common solution to the problem are preventative renovations. The term recovery is meant a preventive action to reduce the rate of loss of efficiency. Preventive renovations do not eliminate the possibility of damage, but can reduce the likelihood of emergency renew. Renew prevention strategy it is the appropriate location of their time in order to achieve maximum profitability of the project or the required level of reliability. The most common strategies are used periodically after a predetermined time. In this work mathematical model of preventive renovations was presented and it's following conclusions. It was shown that in case of exponential distribution of failures scheduled maintenances do not increase reliability of an element. Scheduled maintenances extend an expected value of working time if next working times are shorten, for instance if it's possible to describe them by Weibull distribution with it's parameter α > 1.
Introduction
From reliability point of view there are two kinds of elements: repairableafter a failure are repaired and become fit, and unrepairable, which have to be exchanged into a new ones [14] . Elements, which built water supply systems are mostly repairable, like pipes, pumps or water reservoirs. Failure cause economic consequences for the water supply company resulting in the reduction or interruption of water supply [10, 12] . Prevention strategy constitute of the appropriate location as to achieve maximum project profitability or the required reliability level [8, 9, 11] .Their life cycle shown on fig. 1 Rys. 1. Uszkodzenie element (krzywa wannowa) na podstawie pracy [6] The most important is useful life time, usually lasting from a dozen or so till a few dozen years, for instance water pipe useful life time is estimated at 50 years [3, 7] . The useful life consist of one after another working times T p and restoration times T n -since moment of failure till beginning an operation, as shown on fig. 2 . 
Mathematical model of preventive renovations
Life cycle of an element consists of one after another working times T pi and restoration times T ni . Let T p be a random variable of working time of an element, T z is a random variable of time till the next preventive renovation. Working time till the next renovation T is a random variable [1, 5] :
If random variables T p i T z are independent cumulative distribution function of up time F T is:
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When time between preventive renovations t z is determined and the renovations are made in fixed intervals, as shown on fig. 3 , cumulative distribution function is:
where: R Tp -is reliability of the element. Rys. 3. Proces eksploatacji elementu odnawialnego z profilaktycznymi odnowami, T p -czas pracy, T z -czas pomiędzy profilaktycznymi odnowami, T 1 ' = min{T p1 ';t z1 } = t z1 ⇒ X 1 = 0; Y 1 = X 1 = 0 co oznacza, że do czasu pierwszej odnowy nie było awarii; T 2 ' = min{T p1 ';t z2 } = t z2 ⇒ X 2 = 0; Y 2 = X 1 + X 2 = co oznacza, że do czasu drugiej odnowy nie było awarii; T 3 ' = min{T p1 ';t z3 } = T p1 ' ⇒ X 3 = 1; Y 3 = X 1 +X 2 +X 3 = 1 co oznacza, że do czasu trzeciej odnowy wystąpiła jedna awaria; etc.
Estimated value of working time till the next renovation T -E(T) is:
Let random variables T p1 , T p2 , ... form renovation stream, and a sequence t z1 , t z2 , ... be moments of preventive renovations, t zi is a time since i-1 till i preventive renovation. Renovation stream is:
where:
Assign renovation stream (5) to a sequence of Bernoullie's binary random variables X 1 , X 2 , ... that:
Where value 0 means, that restoration number i was preventive, and value 1 means that the restoration was made after a failure of an element. Random variable Y n is a number of failure renovations till renovation n, it was shown at fig.  3: ,... ,
If T p1 is a random variable with the same distribution as T p2 , T p3 ..., the probability, that among the next n restorations is k restorations after failures can be calculated by following formula:
And the probability that there were no failures (k=0) is:
Tp' time of renovated preventive element includes a number of intervals between preventive renovations and a time between the last preventive renovation and a failure. The probability that the element will not suffer damage till time t > 0 with periodic strategy of preventive renovations is: Expected value of time till failure with preventive renovations T op , E(T op ) is:
Mathematical model of ageing element
For ageing elements random variable of working time T p Weibull distribution is applied. For elements that built water supply systems usually exponential distribution is used, which is a special case of Weibull distribution. Reliability of an element can be calculated according to equations (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . Probability density function is [1] :
Failure rate λ(t) is:
Cumulative distribution function of up time is:
Reliability function R(t) is:
Expected value of working time T p -E(T p ) is:
where: α -Weibull distribution parameter.
Parameter α describes probability of failure during ageing of an element:
• α < 1 function λ(t) is monotone decreasing -it means that probability of failure is decreasing in time passage, it can suggest that elements in population have manufacturing defects, 434 A. Studziński, K. Pietrucha-Urbanik
• α = 1 function λ(t) is constant -Weibull distribution becomes exponential -means that probability is constant -it implies that cause of failures are random events, • α > 1 function λ(t) is monotone increasing -the probability of failure is increasing in time, probably because of ageing of elements.
Conclusions
In this work mathematical model of preventive renovations was presented and it's following conclusions.
It was shown that in case of exponential distribution of failures scheduled maintenances do not increase reliability of an element.
Scheduled maintenances extend an expected value of working time if next working times are shorten, for instance if it's possible to describe them by Weibull distribution with its parameter α > 1.
The paper shows a model of prevention renovation based on reliability theory.
The model was applied for elements of water supply system. The conclusions are:
• if a damage intensity index of an element was described by an exponential distribution, using prevention renovation would not extend an expected value of element's working time, • if the index was described by Weibull's distribution with distribution's parameter α > 1, prophylaxis would extend an expected value of working time.
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